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The Elframo gas fryers are manufactured in Italy to the highest 

standard. They are made entirely of stainless steel and have large 

diameter supporting feet.

The stainless steel tank has been specifically designed to allow residual 

particles to fall into a cool zone to avoid burning and to prolong oil 

life. The tank is lapped directly by the burner flames and crossed by 

two oversized heat exchangers.  With this system, the oil reaches full 

temperature in only ten to fifteen minutes and the available heat is used 

to maximum efficiency at the lowest possible cost.

The GF versions’ gas controls are completely automatic with piezo-

electric ignition. A security valve immediately cuts off the gas supply in 

the event of any flame failure. The oil in the tank reaches temperature 

by means of two thermostats with sensing probes, the main one 

allowing different temperature settings, the second being a safety high 

limit thermostat with a manual reset button.

There is also a stainless steel oil collecting bin with removable filter and 

the oil draining tap is positioned just inside the door for easy access.

Anyone who has ever 
used an Elframo fryer 

does not want another 
brand!
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Elframo products are supplied with 1 year parts and labour warranty.

Dimensions Basket size

Model W D H W D H Weight Power Oil Tank Capacity Cooking Output
(frozen chips)

LLKGT17
Single Tank

400 700 1110 215 375 120 52kg
12 Kw  40,946 btu/hr

Nat gas or LPG
21L 18 Kg/hr

LLKG17+17
Twin Tank

700 700 1110 215 375 120 93kg
24 Kw  81,891 btu/hr

Nat gas or LPG
21L + 21L 36 Kg/hr

LLKGFS20
Single Tank

400 700 1110 260 280 150 53kg
15 Kw 51,210 btu/hr

Nat gas or LPG
21L 22Kg/hr

LLKGFT20
Twin Tank

800 700 1110 260 280 150 94kg
30 Kw 102,420 btu/hr

Nat gas or LPG
21L + 21L 44Kg/hr

These brand new, shiny 
gas fryers supersede the 

previous LLKG7L and 
LLKGFD models.

Images are for display purposes only and might not be a true representation of the product as production changes from time to time.

LLKGFS20

•  Reaches optimum temperature in 10-15 minutes

•  GT model features automatic gas controls

•  Electric piezo ignition

•  Oil collection bin with removable filter

•  Ample cold zone to increase the life of the cooking oil

Elframo Electric Fryer 

LLKEFT20

FAC Slicer  
LLK250HDES

Veg Prep 

LLKVPDISCS

Plug & play Electric 
Pizza Oven 

LLKTZ4201

Here are some other LLK products that may interest you. Search our website using the product code for more information. 
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